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rest of the day at the table. We had plenty of the delicious
hors-d'&uvres for which the Scandinavian countries are so famous
—fish in oil, cheeses of many sorts, salads and sausages—then soup,
fish fresh out of icy waters, beef and mutton courses, and always
roast native grouse, called rupn, which were then in season. Cakes
and other sweets for dessert, and all through the meal plenty of
fiery aquavit, the national drink.
No sooner was that feast cleared away than we began another—
tea, I suppose, though for the adults it consisted principally of
cakes and aquavit. Then, if one were hungry before going to bed
—and on a cold night there are few satisfactions greater than sleep-
ing under a huge Norwegian eiderdown feather bed—one could
have cheese, cold grouse, buttered rolls, and beer or aquavit. Thus
for most of the day these gay, hearty people surrounded the festive
board, drinking, laughing and telling stories.
To prepare ourselves for these encounters, Amundsen and I used
to start out after breakfast and take long country walks in the morn-
ings; incidentally, flushing plenty of rupa. Those birds were so
plentiful, in fact, that Amundsen or his brother could take out a
gun and in an hour knock down enough to serve both families for
dinner.
At the end of the second day of such feeding, I threw up my
hands in surrender.
"After what you told me in Oslo," I reproached Amundsen, "I
expected only black bread and soup; but, my heavens, you live
better than we do in America." And I added: "Norwegians are
certainly big eaters."
A twinkle came into the squinting grey eyes.
"You ought to see Swedes eat," said Amundsen.
The same evening I was to be guest of honour at a grand dinner
given by the Luftseiladsforeningen—the Aero Club—in Oslo. We
decided to drive in wearing our country clothes and dress in the
hotel. But we had drunk so much aquavit that afternoon that
when packing my bag I quite forgot to put in any collar. We were
dressing in one of the rooms of the Grand Hotel when I discovered
this horrible omission—and horrible it was, since, as Amundsen
had said, this was Norway and not New York. All of Oslo's stores
were closed for the night, and there was no valet service or lobby

